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New research directions regarding novel materials and manufacturing processes are continuously
developed all around the world. In particular, replacement products and materials exhibiting a high degree
of recyclability and environmentally friendly are sought after in most activity fields. The goal of finding and
eventually employing such materials in the immediate future is very important, if considering the massive
invasion of plastic products, known as having an extremely long-term biodegradability and a still limited
recycling capacity.
“Liquid wood” is a material with potential to replace some plastic materials, due to its properties
superior to other plastics and to its biodegradability. To this end, it is very important to know the properties
of “liquid wood” and its processing possibilities, comparatively with plastic materials. The “liquid wood”
granules considered for analysis are: arboform, arbofill and arboblend trademarks. The constituents of
arboform granules are: lignocellulosic fibers (a combination of cellulose, lignin and wood polyoses); lignin,
polyesters, as natural polymers; natural resins/ waxes: aromatic and aliphatic ketones, carbonic acids,
alcohols, lactones and polycycles in monomeric, polymeric and oligomeric form. The arboblend granules
contain biopolymers like polyester, polyhydroxialkanoate, ingeo TM, lignin, cellulose, starch, organic
additives, natural resins or waxes and natural reinforcing fibers. Arbofill granules are mostly made of
polypropylene or polyethylene as petrochemical polymers, reinforced with flax, hemp or wood fiber
(natural fiber). As noticed, irrespective of the form of the “liquid wood” to be used for 3D printing, all have
a significant content of lignin, therefore the experiments made for lignin are applicable. To obtain products
for use in industry or even in everyday human activity, the material known as “liquid wood” has already
been processed by injection molding in molds, by rotation and compression, compression, extrusion,
thermoforming.
The chemical methods employed involve hydroximethylation and epoxidation reactions, already
used for obtaining lignin nanoparticles.
As to the physical methods applied, a first one consists in the irradiation, in the ultrasonic field, of
powder lignin (i.e., the sonicity method). A second physical way for obtaining “liquid wood” nanoparticles
was by using laser ablation of the “liquid wood” in different liquid mediums. Generation of “liquid wood”
nanoparticles through laser ablation has been experimentally and theoretically investigated. The dispersed
ablation product resulted from the interaction of a nanosecond pulsed laser (Quantel Brilliant, 1064 nm, 10 ns)
with an “liquid wood” target immersed in different liquid media has been studied through specific
experimental techniques for morphological (atomic force microscopy – AFM, dynamic light scattering –
DLS, transmission electron microscopy – TEM) and structural analysis (X-ray diffraction – XRD, Raman
spectroscopy).
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The visible emitting regions of the plasma resulted from the interaction of a nanosecond pulsed laser
with target material have been investigated through ICCD fast imaging. Additionally, a Langmuir probe has
been used to study the transient charged particles cloud. A non-differentiable hydrodynamic model has been
established according to our own experimental data.
Keywords: liquid wood, biocomposite

INTRODUCTION

“Liquid wood” is a polymeric biocomposite possessing a lignin matrix.
Lignin (considered part of the vegetal biomass in the range of 25–35%) is an
organic polymer mainly composed of phenolic compounds. It has a
macromolecular structure and, according to recent studies, an empirical chemical
formula: C42H30O8(OCH3)6(OH)4, was established for it. Lignin plays a significant
role in plants, namely the important function of water and nutrients transport.
Being hydrophobic, it offers rigidity to the cell walls and allows linkage among the
different parts of a plant, thus helping the said plant obtain an increased resistance
to shock, compression and bending.
Starting from the idea that “liquid wood” is a biocomposite with a lignin
matrix, it is intended to obtain “liquid wood” nanoparticles by methods similar to
those used for the obtainment of lignin nanoparticles. At the same time, three trademarked forms of “liquid wood”, each with lower or higher percentages of lignin,
were considered. The three “liquid wood” forms taken into consideration are:
ARBOFORM® – lignin matrix (60%) enriched with hemp or flax vegetal fiber,
ARBOBLEND® – with a 99% composition of lignin and 1% natural additives,
ARBOFILL® – biopolymeric composite with a 60% lignin matrix and a 40% a mix
of natural fibers, sawdust and petrochemical polymeric compounds, such as
polyethylene or polypropylene [1].
The complex structure of a lignin molecule, as well as the binding mode of
phenolic compounds of the lignin molecule, explain the existence of over twenty
types of lignin. They exhibit variations in their physico-chemical properties,
depending on the primary source of timber from which the respective lignin type
had been obtained. This is one of the causes of defects appearing in the injection
process of “liquid wood”, irrespective of the percentage of lignin content, as well
as the variation of physical properties of the obtained pieces. To avoid these defects
and, by default, to decrease the production costs for the pieces obtained through
“liquid wood” injection, it is desirable to study another technology pertaining to
“liquid wood” processing. One such technology may be 3D printing – a relatively
new technique (much like the “liquid wood” material) used for the obtainment of
various forms and pieces from diverse raw materials. The 3D printing technology
uses three forms of print material: liquid, microparticles (powder) and sheets [2].
In the experiments carried out for obtaining “liquid wood” nanoparticles, the
methods used in previous experiments for the obtainment of lignin nanoparticles
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[X] were employed. These methods may be classified into three categories:
chemical method, laser ablations, mechanical method.
The chemical methods involve the dissolution of a quantity of “liquid
wood“ in a strong alkaline solution, using a medium containing formaldehyde and
butyric aldehyde locking nanoparticle aggregation [3].
Laser ablation may take place in vacuum, gas or liquid. Laser ablation in a
liquid medium has certain advantages, because the plasma is formed at the liquidsolid interface and thus limited temperature increases occur, reducing chemical
reactions, and, consequently, the cooling time of nanoparticles, as well.
Another method of obtaining nanoparticles is mechanical grinding of liquid
wood grains into a ball mill. Its advantage is that it provides higher amounts of
nanoparticles in a relatively short time. Another advantage would be the absence of
possible chemical reactions, the disadvantage being that nanoparticle sizes are
relatively higher than in the case of laser ablation.
TECHNOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH PLAN
CHEMICAL METHOD

Taking into account that lignin is found in “liquid wood”, in upwards of 50%
(even 99% in the case of Arboblend V2), irrespective of its presentation form, it
was decided to emulate the processes discussed in other papers.
By the chemical method, 5 grams of “liquid wood” in granular form were
introduced into a NaOH solution of 50 ml with pH=9.8 and 2 ml 38%
formaldehyde. The role of formaldehyde is to block the hydroxyl groups and stop
the aggregation of nanoparticles [4].
Below, some figures can be consulted:

Initial samples
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Aspect of samples after 30 days.

Aspect of samples after 30 days (top view).

After 30 days, it is possible to observe that the samples suffered no significant
modifications. Therefore, it is appropriate to state that, using the here described
chemical process, obtaining of “liquid wood” microparticles/ nanoparticles is not
possible.
LASER ABLATION METHOD

For laser ablation by the liquid medium method, two experiment cycles for
two wavelengths of laser radiation were conducted. Outline of the laser installation
used is shown in Figure 1.
FIRST SET OF EXPERIMENTS

In the first set of experiments, a ND-YAG type laser with wavelength
radiation in the visible spectrum (532 nm) was used.
The “liquid wood” target was immersed in a solution of 10 ml distilled water
and 2 ml formaldehyde.
The solution is introduced in a chamber (reactor) and the target is engaged in
a rotating motion, to decrease the effect of breakdown.
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The focal length of the lens is 7 cm. The irradiation time for all samples was
60 minutes, at a laser radiation power of 262 mW.

Figure 1. Outline of the used laser installation.
SECOND SET OF EXPERIMENTS

In the second set of experiments, a ND YAG type laser with a wavelength
radiation of 1064 nm (infrared) (Fig. 4a) was used. Irradiation time remained
unchanged for 60 minutes, as well as the target masses (m=5g).
In the second set of experiments, the chemical composition of the fluid was
changed: the amount of distilled water was decreased to 9 ml while that of
formaldehyde was increased to 3 ml. At the same time, the power of the laser
radiation was increased to 280 mW.
For laser ablation in a liquid environment, the temperature of the target is
important. Correspondingly, the temperature of the nanoparticules is also important,
as the probability of producing a pyrolysis process should be as low as possible. If
pyrolysis occurs, then the nanoparticles become virtually useless. In all forms of
presentation of the “liquid wood”, pyrolysis occurs at temperatures between 650–
1,200 oC. In order to avoid any structural modifications, the interaction between the
laser beam and the target should be relatively short, for preventing the occurrence
of pyrolysis.
The temperature of nanoparticles, T, can be estimated based on the thermal
diffusion equation:
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(1)
where: I0 – power density of laser radiation, Ka – comparison coefficient between
nanoparticle sizes and laser radiations wavelength; r – nanoparticle radius; Kl –
thermal conductivity of the liquid:
(2)
where: n – refractive index of the liquid; K – thermal coefficient of the material
For

, it is obtained:
T=

r2

(3)

From equation (3), it can be observed that the temperature of nanoparticles
depends on the wavelength of laser radiation [5].
Based on this conclusion, the second set of experiments using a laser with a
higher wavelength, =1064 nm, was performed.
MECHANICAL GRINDING METHOD

For mechanical grinding, a ball mill of RETSCH PM 100 type was used. The
amount of 15g “liquid wood” in the form of granules was firstly introduced into a
colloidal solution of butyric aldehyde and distilled water, in order to eliminate the
aggregation of particles. In the ball mill, the aim is to obtain a fine grinding,
milling being performed mostly by friction. Grinding fineness depends on the ratio
between the surface grinding corps and their volume. For an efficient use of energy
for grinding, a certain ratio between the loading of grinding and the quantity of
material subjected to grinding must be established. This ratio influences the
fineness of grinding:
(4)
where: Gc – weight of zirconium grinding balls; Gm – weight of material to be
grinded.
Weight of grinding balls is determined with relationship:
GC=
where:

(5)

– fullness of the grinding chamber; D – grinding chamber diameter; L –

length of grinding chamber;

– zirconium density; g – gravitational acceleration.
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Critical rotation speed for achieving grinding is calculated as:
(6)
where: – critical rotation speed.
The other two quantities are defined in relation (5), while the degree of filling
is determined using relationship:
(7)
where M is the total mass from grinding, the other sizes being defined above [6].
In the experiment, a rotation speed of 450 rpm was achieved. The grinding
time was 8 hours, with breaks of 15 minutes each hour. The grinding balls used, 15
mm in diameter, were made of zirconium. The necessary number of grinding balls,
the quantity of grinding material and the required rpm were calculated with
relations (4)-(7).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the established plan, a series of experiments using all previously
discussed methods was conducted. Depending on the obtained experimental results,
the parameters were modified for obtaining the expected results, namely powders
of nanoparticles in all three forms of presentation of “liquid wood”.
CHEMICAL METHOD CONCLUSIONS

The experiments carried out for obtaining “liquid wood” nanoparticles by the
chemical method have not yielded significant results, although other solvents could
possibly be tried in future work. The less-than-expected results lead to the
abandonment, for the time being, of the chemical method for nanoparticles
obtaining.
LASER ABLATION METHOD CONCLUSIONS

The samples obtained by the laser ablation method were analyzed using three
methods: transmission electron microscopy (TEM), ultra-violet spectroscopy
(UVS) and visible spectroscopy (VIS).
The first method, TEM, aims at determining the size of the obtained
nanoparticles and their distribution by order of magnitude when using a laser
wavelength of 535 nm (Fig. 2) and of 1064 nm (Fig. 3), respectively.
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Figure 2a. TEM image of nanoparticle,
scale 200 nm, laser ablation =532 nm.

Figure 3a. TEM image of nanoparticle
scale 50 nm, laser ablation  = 1064nm.
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Figure 2b. TEM image of nanoparticle,
scale 50 nm, laser ablation =532 nm.

Figure 3b. TEM image of nanoparticle,
scale 20 nm, laser ablation  = 1064nm.

Utilization of the UV and visible spectroscopy method attempted at
approximately determining the chemical structure of the nanoparticles obtained by
analyzing the spectrum of UV and visible absorption (Fig.4).
Analysis of the obtained results showed that, in the experiment performed by
laser ablation, a pyrolysis process of the sample occurred. This observation is more
evident in the second set of measurements, in which a laser with a wavelength of
1064 nm was used.
Lignin is the main constituent of “liquid wood”. Lignin absorption shows a
maximum of around 283 nm. Under certain conditions, carbon shows a maximum
absorption approximately around 286 nm. The two approximately equal values and
the absence of other maximum values led to the assumption that, under conditions
of laser ablation, a pyrolysis phenomenon of “liquid wood” occurred.
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Figure 4a. UV absorption spectrum samples chart laser ablation =532 nm
P1=arbofill (1,4 ml formaldehyde)
P2= arbofill (2 ml formaldehyde)
P3= arboblend (2 ml formaldehyde)
P4 arboform (2 ml formaldehyde).
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Figure 4b. UV absorption spectrum samples chart laser ablation =1064 nm
1=arbofill (2 ml formaldehyde)
2=arbofill (3 ml formaldehyde)
3= arboblend (3 ml formaldehyde)
4=arboform (3 ml formaldehyde).
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MECHANICAL PROCESS

In the mechanical grinding process, the obtained nanoparticles have larger
diameter, from 150 nm µm upwards. A rotation speed of 450 rpm was applied,
although the mill allows for higher speeds, up to 700 rpm. Limitation of the
rotation speed and introduction of regular breaks during the grinding process had as
a main goal control of the average temperature increase of grinding, in order to
avoid the pyrolysis phenomenon. 10–15 grams of “liquid wood” granules were
used for each of the three presentation forms of “liquid wood”. Wet milling was
performed in a water solution with butyric aldehyde, to block the particle
agglomeration phenomenon. After milling of the three samples, the following
amounts were obtained: 1.2 g of Arboform powder, 5 g of Arboblend powder and
15 g of Arbofill powder. Nano-sized particle separation was done using filters
made of cellulose acetate Sterlitech with diameter holes of 0.26 µm. The
experiments evidenced that Arboform has a higher hardness than the other two
liquid wood presentation forms.
The easiest to grind material was Arbofill, almost the entire quantity of
material being turned into powder. After drying, the obtained powders were studied
by electron microscopy (SEM) (Fig. 5) and UV and visible spectroscopy (Fig. 6).

Figure 5a. SEM image of
Arboform on a 500 µm scale.

Figure 5b. SEM image of
Arboblend on a 50 µm scale.

Figure 5c. SEM image of
Arbofil on a 40 µm scale.

CONCLUSIONS

Two of the applied methods – the chemical and the laser ablation one – have
not produced the expected results. For their future use in obtaining nanoparticles,
the solvent that allows a proper dissolution of the liquid wood must first be
identified. The results of the laser ablation method gave the idea to use a laser in
the visible range, but with a pulse duration in the fs domain (10-18 s) [7].
Moreover, according to the observations regarding the degradation of “liquid
wood” under the influence of physico-chemical factors, and considering the
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following graphs, plotting the degradation of “liquid wood” in an acidic or alkaline
environment can be viewed below:

Figure 6. Time-dependent pH variation for Arboblend V2 (a), Arboform F45 (b) and Arbofill Fichte
(c) immersed in an alkaline environment. Cases presented are for alkaline solution at a temperature
of 4C, 20C and 20C + UV radiation.

Figure 7. Time-dependent pH variation for Arboblend V2 (a), Arboform F45 (b) and Arbofill Fichte
(c) immersed in an acid environment. Cases presented are for acidic solution
at a temperature of 4C, 20C and 20C + UV radiation.

It is therefore possible to state that, after a certain time interval, neutralization
of the solution in which the samples were immersed occurs. In other words, “liquid
wood” exhibits a tendency to neutralize the acids and alkalis with which it comes
into contact, thus tending to always “bring” the solution in which it had been
immersed to a pH neutral value (pH 7).
Based on these observations, other methods of obtaining “liquid wood” are
preferred, such as laser ablation or the mechanical method, followed by sifting of
the obtained powders through a battery of sieves with opening dimensions of
maximum 200 nm.
The ball milling method gave the most promising results, both quantitatively
and qualitatively.
The authors consider that, if a higher-performance mill equipped with
additional cooling device (such as RETSCH Emax), which allows reaching of
speeds up to 2,000 rpm, is used, increased productivity and nanoparticles with
dimensions around 200 nm could be obtained. If the powder obtained by grinding
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does not show the required parameters, it can subsequently be subjected to
ultrasound sonication, and the nanoparticles can additionally be treated with a
binder. [8]
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